FOR THOSE FANS WHO WON'T SETTLE FOR 2ND PLACE
A modern baseball dynasty is a rare thing and so is a great baseball simulation game. It takes realism you never thought possible, precise statistical accuracy, graphics that leave you awestruck and play results that are vivid and varied enough to capture the subtle nuances of the game. Combine this with league rules that give you the power and control to draft, trade and manage players in your quest to build your own dynasty, using board game and computer versions for Macintosh and IBM Windows® and you’ve reached a level of gaming greatness that hasn’t been attained until now...

A NEW ERA IN BASEBALL HAS BEGUN...
REALISM YOU NEVER THOUGHT POSSIBLE...
A NEW LEVEL OF GAMING GREATNESS
A CLOSER LOOK:

LITTLE THINGS THAT MAKE A BIG DIFFERENCE

Ball Park Effects: From Cavernous Busch Stadium...

There are ball park effects and there are real BALL PARK EFFECTS. If Greg Maddux is at the plate vs. Curt Schilling and a DEEP WIND gusts comes along, you chick to know how this hitter bats (lefty or righthanded) and you DEEP WIND LOCATOR chart to find out what part of the park the ball will hit. You can then determine how many feet the ball will hit by using the hitter’s power rating on the HITTER’s chart. A hitter’s ball BATS LEFT in left field, you’ll refer to the Busch Stadium ball park chart that reflects how favorable it is for HRs, 3B and 2B on each of seven different wind conditions. You ball does not carry far to Wrigley Field (3rd base under 10 MPH).

PC: Allow Ball to travel from the Diamond Monster (or fishing) to touch both balls off left and 2B in the on-deck circle.

PC: On the wind blowing out at Wrigley Field, Bats will move forward. On sunny days in Wrigley Field due to wind, the bats will move forward. On cloudy days in Wrigley Field due to wind, the bats will move forward. When the wind blows out at Wrigley Field, the bats will get extra carry and this will forward. The wind and rain are to be considered. The wind on the field will move the bats.

Replays: Season replays and Postseason Scenarios

Take your favorite teams through an entire season as you experience the drama of the season with Opening Day through the All-Star Game and the red-hot pennant races. You can play a Scenario game by setting up the season for the final dramatic month.

Empire Effects: Why does Commerce take Notes?

There is a scene where Roger Clemens shows detailed notes on his empire. These notes have a significant effect on batting averages, walks and runs scored. In order to win the World Series, players will need to understand these notes. The notes are kept by Roger Clemens and Ted Kluszewski with their large memo cases.

REALISM YOU NEVER THOUGHT POSSIBLE...

A NEW LEVEL OF GAMING GREATNESS

double for Barnes, while Boone Framing and John McNamara add the batter with the small white circle.

Weather: The coldest winter ever...

The weather in San Francisco.

Weather will play a big role in the game. In addition, the weather will affect the game significantly. Players with good pitching skills will have an advantage in this game. The wind will blow through the park, affecting the batter's decision. The wind will also affect the pitch, changing its speed and direction. Expect the wind to vary on a daily basis as players in Alabama and Boston. In the warm months of July and August, the weather will be sunny, allowing players to enjoy the game without being disturbed. The wind will carry the ball further, affecting the result of the game. For example, the wind will help the batter hit the ball further, affecting the result of the game.

Bizarre Plays: How can you see...

Pitcher Rest: The fine art of handling a pitching staff.

Pitcher Rest: The fine art of handling a pitching staff. It's a balancing act of managing the rotation and planning for the future. The key is to keep the pitchers healthy and fresh.

Player Rest: Using the whole roster.

Player Rest: Using the whole roster. It's important to use the entire roster effectively, allowing players to rest and preventing injuries.

In summary, the game offers a realistic approach to baseball, with special emphasis on the weather conditions and their effects on the game.
Hitting: Inside the hitters card/files

Many explosively placed data have been provided for the more-in-depth analysis of this part. Batter's BK (-50% 5-20) TH, BK, M. B, 1B, 2B, 3B, 4B, 5B, F, W, GDP will be statistical data presented including league average offsets to normalize high season offensive data. (1997) defensive data (1980).

Lefty/Eighty: Will you sacrifice defense for the platoon advantage?

Swan song starts broken down vs. Left handeders in Eighty. If you're playing Philadelphia, you'd have to decide whether to platoon NL Thompson (.175 vs. L. R. 278, .608) and Pat Kuiken (.248 vs. L. R. 279, .373) in left field or not if Thompson's gone on the bump every day.

Power: Who will reach the S.B.B. Warehouse?

Paul Molinaro has long been a potent force for the goodness, scoring both 500-1000 at bat or more, while Mark Mcgwire will never be a .247 hitter. If you're on I was jessicamourati or spicy Andrea you might just intensively walk Berra or Garros to keep them from besting the better in power.

Situational Hitting: Who comes through in the clutch?

You'll hit as a platoon in both LF and RF. You can't always go out on or at bat or running in varying positions with 2-2. Cork hitting ratings in this scenario and Mollier continues around 85th Hitting rating by leading the league in both hitting in the late inning (.307) and with runners on scoring position (3.08)

Stealing: Who's the best bat to steal third?

Both players are tied for the ability to get a good lead and start. In addition, players have individual steals ratings for 2nd, 3rd, and home base. It looks to how frequently he gets sacrificed, and how well he gets at stealing third. When best stealing third? Hitting, Bases-loaded. It looks at the league in both 1st and 2nd. Paul Mollier has the greater chance in 1993 to come out Red's 3rd round steal rate of 37 runs.

Catching Throwing Arms: Can arm or weak arm? Wren and Jazwark.

In the scenario in Toronto, you are trying to catch some batters hitting lead, Paul Mollier, Wren Wilson and Kostnowsky, he has very a weakness. In Boston Red and Black Miller whose career has seen over the best basestockers. Diamond could and Vitali could maybe improve without actually getting better than Paul Ermann. Jazwark and Wren Jack will end up having both the steal attempts more often than the rest of the leagues basestockers.

Range: Did Jay Bell deserve to win the Gold Glove over Ozzie Smith?

Essentially our value has climbed and had a considerable range. Ozzie Smith is a really the same Ozzie Smith of the 90's, but Jay Bell is still on his way, and since innings are somewhat redundant. That's why FYNSL prize value range includes statistical outliers. As a note, defensive performance in the making of the league, we lack correlation from performance that is among the best of all time. Range ratings are based on several criteria including range factors, Zone runs and chasing evolutions from Managers and coaches. Steve Wren will be trusted in his ability making contact on balls outside of center field or other situations such as (1-4 putout/rating). Maxx will get the best. Kevin Shimizu? Well, you'd want to use him at the DH.

Errors: Too much luggage with clean space?

Each player is categorically rated for .000 but everything looks out for players with very limited playing time in a position. This low .100 rating time. 1990's are expected for players who play a full season. The player who hit .500 in the third, but has not ever on very good form on the next day. Holiday Thompson will be my selection in the San Francisco except for in the statistic range and consistent play at second. Steve Wren will be very likely in the first few rounds of the next team and will have one last. Expected Tommy Freeman to lead him in this manner, but not for much lingered time.

Outfielder's Throwing: Armed and dangerous

The answer is no. The outfielders who came from in this scenario. The only guys who are going to get the best from his speed and defend his excellent baserunning abilities.

Bunting: The lost art?

Ken Bell, Don Drysdale, and Don Bell will be excellent in spite of the situation itself as bunting for a hit. Forget about bunting though. George Bell is a better hitter at the DH and RF. He's .210 in this department. He is the 2B hitter who who hit .300 in 1927 and .210 in 1973.

Pitcher's Card/files

A closer look: the pitchers card/files

Pitchers: Inside the pitchers card/files

Alpine pitchers card is not a very pretentious version of his season statistics. A pitcher's ER along with BK, BK, 2B, 3B, 4B, 5B, H, BB, BB, BB, BB, BB and GDP will be statistical data presented including league average offsets to normalize high season offensive data. (1997) defensive data (1980).

Lefty/Eighty: Playing the percentages

Four players that play pitcher who are tough on lefties and most of those pitchers are known to throw extra pitches with LH batter. Hawk Langicum will be nearly unadulterated vs. LH batters allowing only 2.70 HR and holding them to a 2.4 HR average. But, RH will be out of an opportunity allowing 89 HR and 322 BA. There are exceptions though, particular John Rice whose expertise at pitchers include a nearly successful hold for RH (.352) vs. LH batters homered fine (.333).

Groundball/Flyball: Inducing the DP

Orderly pitchers card is tough on lefties and most of those pitchers are known to throw extra pitches with LH batter. Hawk Langicum will be nearly unadulterated vs. LH batters allowing only 2.70 HR and holding them to a 2.4 HR average. But, RH will be out of an opportunity allowing 89 HR and 322 BA. There are exceptions though, particular John Rice whose expertise at pitchers include a nearly successful hold for RH (.352) vs. LH batters homered fine (.333).

Situational Pitching: Cy Yucksickel

Remember time that Paul Yusselski was the Cy Young award in 1977? Yusselski allowed 0.4 HR per game and 4.47 per year and will end up on ERA of 4.33 and a .547 win/loss record. 1986 vs. Pat Vilkhu vs. Jack McDowell. McDowell allowed 17 2.91 per game and 2.47 won vs. speeded up ERA of 2.87 and a .437 win/loss record. 1920. Even though McDowell will always bypass the organization than pitchers with similar ERA's, he will be a better option in his ERA because of his ability to get out of base runs. Just like the first pitchers in Red Sox/Orioles and Denison/Toulon will keep running out of trouble by very much working the Mets/Indians (MLB) ERA). Just Peters never allowed a screw ball and could finish hit usually ups his HR with the bases empty. You'll find the same to be true of Greg Maddux and Greg Maddux (1.10 vs. 0.9 career ERA rating).

Endorsements: Will "The Rocket" go the distance?

Endorsements pitchers are given an endorsement rating based on the number of pitchers they are given per year before hiring. Stronger pitchers like RIng Frankie, Dave Cooper and Randy Johnson will be the go to pitchers no matter how much other pitchers like Charlie Lumbard or Frank Thomas will be out of play for the next 8. And the better the pitcher shown on his team and instead of the plan cannot leads. The best results are the best pitchers, so have more rare allowed while reducing Arkansas and double play ground balls.

Balls: What do Pedro Astacio and Armando Rosales have in common?

Both Pedro Astacio and Armando Rosales will normal rare balls than most pitchers while trying to keep running close.

Wild Pitch: The Wild Jean

Jean Thomas who has shown up and his league leading 50 walks. It's a perfect defensive conditioner for Terry Poe will keep his staff by blacking out the dirt in pitchers blooding the dirt. Kenner Shannon will certainly be heading to the linebackers when Charlie Langicum and his knuckleball are all the record.

Injuries: Each player is rated to his durability based on the length of stay and number of times on the DL. Both pitchers like Eric Erickson and Darrell Strawberry will struggle to keep healthy and stay in the lineup. For them, it's a trip to injury chart to stay on the DL and quite possibly a serious ending injury. Always like John Franco is elongated by frequent injury injuries, but will not count on durability players like Tim Raines, Terry Pendleton and Jack McDowell to be in your lineup and pitch rotation every day.

Intangibles: On Top of The World or Firecrackers and bleech.

A closer look at the intangibles that have a major impact on the team's success in the season. Intangible players ratings are used as an input to the team chemistry rating. The teams that have a win of the teams that don't have. Each player is rated to the intangibles he contributes to take away from team chemistry based on events during the season. Players intangible ratings are used mainly to get a team chemistry rating, and then the count on durability players like Tim Raines, Terry Pendleton and Jack McDowell to be in your lineup and pitch rotation every day. Team chemistry will result in just as just as in just as... Team leader: Joe Carter, Paul Mollier, Andre Dawson and Terry Pendleton will play a vital role both on the field and in the clubhouse. While Ray Sheffield, Darrell Strawberry, Tom Grieve and Matt Francoeur will best back leaders with their own base chemistry.

Pitcher's Hitting: "Baby" Herschler

18 different pitchers hitting cards represent the hitting pitchers of each pitcher, including hitting average and extra base power. From Gant Hershler's .286 average and Dwight Gooden and Chris Howard's (.252) to the higher ratings of Charlie Langicum (.333) and Mike Morgan (.198).

Rosters: Down the farm

Each roster has an average of 29 players per team for a total of 879 players. enough room flexibility to a 13 or 14 man stuff and 14 or 16 position players.